Ananda Everingham: Thai Movie
Star
Ananda Everingham can be regarded as the foremost Thai movie
star although he has no Thai origins. Born 1982 in Thailand,
Ananda is in fact of Australian-Laotian descent and had
Australian nationality until a few years ago, when he received
Thai nationality. His father is the Australian photojournalist
John Everingham who has lived in Thailand since the 1970s and
his mother, Keo Sirisomphone, is from Laos. In his youth,
Ananda travelled with his father through Asian countries and
was a kind of assistant to his Dad who worked as a
photographer.
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By the way, the meeting of Ananda’s parents was roughly
dramatized in the 1983 NBC television movie ‘Love Is Forever’
or ‘Comeback’ with Michael Landon and Laura Gemser in the

leading roles. The story is about John Everingham who dives in
the Mekong river and rescues his girlfriend from the communist
regime in Laos. Well, it might seem a pathetic tale but Ananda
also enjoys telling the story in interviews like this one
which is in fact quite amusing and entertaining
Hence, it was a fine start for Ananda’s own career as an actor
and model. Thus, he tells us in the interview that he was
discovered relatively early in his youth, at the age of 14,
when he was working in his parent’s Indian restaurant in
Bangkok. Since then, he has had leading roles in numerous Thai
movies but also in other Asian films.

Movie star Ananda Everingham*
It was the Thai horror movie ‘Shutter’ (2004) that made
Everingham famous as an actor in Thailand. There was even a
Hollywood remake of ‘Shutter’ in 2008. This movie is mainly
about a young photographer named Thun and his girlfriend Jane
who have a car accident with a young woman. They run the woman
over and she dies on the street because they do not help her.
It is a case of a hit and run accident. Consequently, the are
haunted by the dead woman’s spirit and discover mysterious
shadows and supernatural images in their photographs. The

woman’s ghost is revengeful and this is also a recurrent theme
in Thai horror movies. Here is a clip from ‘Shutter’ to give
you an impression.
Ananda has starred in a number of other Thai horror films, for
instance in Ghost Delivery (2003) and most recently in O.T.
Ghost Overtime (2014) which is a horror comedy. However,
he also starred in romantic dramas like ‘Bangkok Time’ and
‘Me…Myself’ in 2007. Another important movie in his career so
far is ‘Hi So’ (High Society, 2010) since he plays himself in
this film. It is quite striking that Ananda requently plays
photographers in films, thus also in ‘Happy Birthday’ (2009),
a role for which he was awarded ‘Best Actor’ by the Thailand
National Film Association Awards. ‘Happy Birthday’ is about
love and hope, to put it in a nutshell.
An important movie in Everingham’s career so far is the
2008 Thai-Lao romantic drama ‘Sabaidee Luang Prabang’ (Good
morning, Luang Prabang) because it deals with the relationship
between Thailand and Laos and it is also the first ThaiLaotian commercial film since 1975.

Ananda often plays photographers in
his movies*
In this movie, he also plays a photographer from Thailand who
visits Laos. In fact, photography appears to be very important
and thus a recurrent subject in his films. If you take a look
at Ananda’s Instagram account, you will notice that he enjoys
taking beautiful landscape photos among others
What is more, Ananda has been in numerous TV series and
starred in a variety of different film genres. For example, he
was in the historical fantasy adventure film ‘Queens of
Langkasuka’ (2008) and the very popular Thai romantic drama
‘Eternity’ (Chua fah din salai, 2010).

Getting
ready
for
a
historical movie like the
‘Queens of Langkasuka’*
In this movie, he starred alongside famous Thai actress Laila
Boonyasak (Ploy Chermarn). ‘Eternity’ is about the young man
Sangmong (Ananda) who falls in love with his uncle’s wife
Yupadee (Ploy). This is a tragic story since Yupadee finally
commits suicide and Songmong becomes mad with grief and agony.
In conclusion, we may say that there is a lot of Mr.
Everingham in each character that he plays. I think he can
identify with the figures that he embodies. Thus, he claims
that it’s his task to find truth in each movie script and
character. He chooses his roles according to the physicality
of the character and dreams of doing some slapstick and
situation comedy in the near future

Ananda*
I think Ananda Everingham is a charismatic actor and always
cuts quite a figure. Somehow he reminds me of Jhonny Depp. In
addition, he is also a half-Asian person and may thus be
regarded as an example of a ‘luk kreung’ who has become very
successful in Thailand. Do you know any of his movies? Which
one do you like?
Yours, Sirinya
*photo credit: Ananda Everingham, FB page

Thai Beauty Ideals and Desire
for ‘Fair Skin’
Thailand is an interesting case to study as far as beauty
ideals are concerned. This is because Thailand, similar to

Japan, has never been formally colonized by a European nation.
However, the tendency can be observed that in particular Thai
women generally strive for aesthetic ideals which can be
considered Western. The most prominent beauty image is that of
considering fair skin to be more desirable than dark skin.
Thus, it is not surprising that in many Thai advertisements
and also in visual arts and paintings, women are generally
depicted as light skinned. Perhaps you remember my recent
article about traditional Thai make up? Well, the women in the
pictures are all perfectly light skinned. Here is just
one example:
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Ad hoc we might say that this is because people generally
desire things that they don’t have and which are not their
own. For instance, people in Western countries want to be more
tanned because the general conception is that one looks more
healthy with sun-tanned than with pale skin. In Asian counties
and also in Thailand it is exactly the opposite. Since most

Asian people have medium to dark skin, they prefer a light
complexion. They hold the opinion that fair skin looks cleaner
and thus provides a better aura. Well, we might consider this
as a trend that also has some dangerous consequences since
some Thai people turn to the use of gluta injection to whiten
their skin as the following video discusses.
Nonetheless, the roots of the Thai beauty ideal lies much
deeper in history and cultural tradition. Hence, it is
influenced by the Indian caste system. In accordance to the
Indian thought system, the ideal of ‘whiteness’ was very
important in Asia even before parts of the Southeast Asian
subcontinent was colonized by European nations. Thus, this
conception prevails in most parts of Asia that the lighter
skin one has, the higher the future marriage partner’s social
class might be.
Hence, the idea that fair skin offers social advantages is
buried in the minds of Asian women. What is more, we can also
argue that light skin stands for youth, health and wealth in
Thailand. White skin is further considered as a symbol of high
quality and modesty in women.
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In addition, and this is a very interesting fact, the concept
of ‘face’ is very important in Thailand. This means that on
the one side, one should not lose one’s face by bad or immoral
behaviour. One should rather maintain one’s reputation which
is called ‘rak sa naa’ in Thai. On the other side, the ‘face’
(in the sense of reputation) is also determined by physical
beauty. Hence, Thai people strive for ‘naa taa dii’ which
means ‘good eyes and face’. Thus, ‘beauty’ is a matter of
physical attractiveness and good behaviour and manners in
Thailand. For this reason, we can also say that the pursuit of
beauty by women and some men is a form of empowerment which
lies in beauty in order to attain social acknowledgement.
In conclusion, I think we can say that Thai beauty images are
mainly and generally about the desire for fair skin and a
European look because this is connected with the idea of a
‘good face’ that also applies to the morals of the respective
person. Hence, Thai beauty ideals seem to be a matter of
colourism. Nevertheless, we should mention that last year’s
Miss Thailand partly shifted the country’s perception of
beauty. Hence, Miss Thailand 2014, Nonthawan ‘Maeya’
Thongleng, has been celebrated and acknowledged as a ‘Dark
Beauty’. In fact, she is considered as a walking advertisement
against the need for whitening lotions.
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The following video sums up what beauty ideals are about in
the West and in Asia. They take the example of China but I
think the main points generally apply to Thailand as well.
Have fun watching, it’s kind of funny and not to be taken to
seriously
Yours, Sirinya
(A comphrehensive insight into the subject of beauty images in
Thailand offers Napat Chaipraditkul: Thailand: Beauty and
globalized self-identity through cosmetic therapy and skin
lightening, Eubios Ethics Institute, Bangkok, Thailand)

